
PABLO RASTER INFO SHEET

Please fill the form and send it back to booking@pabloraster.com .

BAGGAGES

In case of arrival by flight, Pablo Raster needs an extra 
checked-in bag (not hand baggage!) with 20kg of weight 
for his audio equipment.

In case of arrival by van, we need a private parking for all 
the stay.

Flight company:
_______________________________________

Number of the reservation:
_______________________________________

Departure from:
_______________________________________

Arrival to:
_______________________________________

Time of departure:
_______________________________________

Time of arrival:
_______________________________________

ARRIVAL

In case of arrival by flight, please write the name and the 
contacts of the person that will be at the airport.

In case of arrival by van, please write also the address and
the time of meeting point.

Name of responsible at the arrival:
_________________________________________

Contact (telephone number / WhatsApp / Facebook):
_________________________________________

Address of meeting point:
__________________________________________

Time of meeting point:
__________________________________________

FOOD

Pablo Raster eat everything (from meat to vegan food), 
doesn't have any allergies. If possible, local dishes would 
be preferred as we enjoy to taste traditional local food.

Dinner before the show and some fruit and water in the 
backstage.

ACCOMMODATION

Single room with private bathroom.

Hotel is preferred, however Pablo Raster can sleep also in 
a private house, in case please write down the name and 
telephone number of the person that will host him.
No couches, no sleeping bags. Private room.

Please write the address of the accommodation.

If the accommodation will be more than 1 km from the 
venue, please provide a transport by car as the audio 
equipment is very heavy.

Address of the accommodation:
___________________________________

Name of the hotel (if booked):
___________________________________

- In case of private house -

Name of the house owner:
____________________________

Telephone number / WhatsApp contact:
___________________________________

mailto:booking@pabloraster.com


VENUE

Please write the name and the address of the venue. In 
case of arrival by van, please write if the van can arrive to 
the venue or if the area is not accessible by car.

The plate of the van, in case the organizers need to send 
it to the local police to get an entrance to the area, is 
ITALY – EB122SW (Fiat Doblò gray color).

Name of the venue:
___________________________________________

Address of the venue:
___________________________________________

Accessible by car:
[ ] Yes    [ ] No

Private parking:
[ ] Yes    [ ] No

THE EVENT

Please write down at what time soundcheck has to be 
done, the time of the performance and the length of the 
performance (Pablo Raster can play a set of 1 hour, 1.5 
hours, 2 hours, 3 hours).

Soundcheck at:
_______________________

Performance at:
_______________________

Length of the performance:
_______________________

PAYMENTS

Payments are preferred in Euro or Polish Zloty and they 
must be done right after the end of performance (not at 
the end of the event, as we may leave for the hotel after 
the performance if we are in tour and we have to travel 
the next day).

In case you cannot provide payment in Euro or Polish 
Zloty, payments has to be done in advance via PayPal 
sending the payment to info@lightage.it PayPal account. 

Please write the name and contacts of the person that 
will be responsible for payments.

Amount agreed for the performance (price in Euro):
________________________________

Name of the responsible for payments:
________________________________

Contact of the responsible:
_________________________________

Type of payment:
[ ] Euro (cash)    [ ] PayPal

EXTRA

Please write down eventual notes to be added and the 
names of extra persons responsible for the event.

      Date       Signature of the responsible

       ____ / ____ / _______                                                                           _________________________________

Please fill the form and send it back to booking@pabloraster.com .
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